POLY SOLUTIONS FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS

PROVIDING SMARTER K-12 EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES
Capturing the attention of students has never been easy. But when it comes to remote learning, teachers need every advantage they can get to keep young learners engaged. With Poly and Microsoft Teams, both the teacher and their pupils can focus on the lesson instead of worrying about how to connect. Poly creates premium audio and video products so K-12 teachers and students can easily have the best class possible—anywhere, anytime, every time. Our purpose-built, Teams-certified headsets, video and audio-conferencing products, desk phones, analytics software, and services are designed and engineered to connect teachers, students, and district administrators with incredible clarity. They’re pro-grade and easy to use, and they work seamlessly with Microsoft Teams.

WITH POLY AND MICROSOFT TEAMS, YOU’LL DO MORE THAN JUST SHOW UP, YOU’LL STAND OUT.
OWN THE CLASSROOM WITH END-TO-END SOLUTIONS FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS

VIDEO

Poly room solutions for Microsoft Teams, including G-series Microsoft Teams Rooms on Windows and Poly G7500, Poly Studio X30, and Poly Studio X50 Teams Rooms on Android, deliver the familiar Teams interface, combined with powerful Poly audio and video innovations. That makes them perfect for supporting the needs of classrooms, auditoriums, and conference rooms.

- Poly Studio P Series personal video conferencing devices make the most of video meetings that take place at the teacher’s desk or from an administrator’s office. High-performance cameras compensate for lighting imbalances. Premium audio eliminates distractions.

- Certified Teams Rooms camera options, such as Poly Studio and EagleEye Director II, add fidelity and flexibility to the education experience, enabling collaboration between in-person and remote students.

VIDEO INTEROPERABILITY

Poly RealConnect enables video interoperability with Microsoft Teams without adding complexity. RealConnect allows you to leverage your investments in H.323/SIP videoconferencing systems, enabling easy connection to Microsoft Teams (or Skype for Business on-premises version) for virtual instruction. Keep the educational workflow you’re used to, just add video interoperability so students can join the class from their personal Teams apps, Microsoft Teams Rooms systems, as well as from video conferencing systems. It’s that simple.

*Available Fall 2021*
Teachers or students connecting from home can use Poly headsets to hear and be heard with incredible clarity while tuning out distractions.

Poly’s Microsoft Teams-certified headsets meet Microsoft’s audio requirements and include a dedicated Teams button to instantly invoke Microsoft Teams to the foreground for streamlined communications. Poly headsets certified for Skype for Business are recertified for Microsoft Teams, providing a similar user experience.

- The **Voyager** family of Bluetooth® wireless headsets provides seamless, multi-device connectivity, such as with smart phone and PC, for teachers and students alike.
- The **Savi** family provides a selection of DECT™ wireless headsets that offer best-in-class sound quality and multi-device connectivity, long-range and hands-free mobility, and hours of talk time for ultimate efficiency.
- The **Blackwire** family gives you a broad selection of corded UC headsets that deliver outstanding audio quality and reliability, ease of use, and price points to meet any budget.

**HEADSETS**
DESKTOP
Poly delivers the broadest set of voice devices for Microsoft Teams. The Poly CCX Series of desk phones delivers exceptional audio quality and the option to choose a headset or handset (CCX 500/600).

CONFERENCE PHONES
School districts looking for conference phones and speakerphones turn to Poly when they want pro-grade audio and innovative features that elevate Microsoft Teams communications.

- **Poly Trio C60**, the most powerful Trio conference phone to date, sets the new conferencing standard for Microsoft Teams calls with a familiar interface and one-touch-to-join calendar integration. It is also certified for use with Microsoft Teams Rooms as a USB audio device.
- **Poly Sync Family** USB/Bluetooth® smart speakerphones provide premium sound, easy connections, and flawless communication. Use Poly Sync 20 for personal spaces and Poly Sync 40 and Poly Sync 60 for small to medium classrooms or conference rooms.

SOFTWARE
Get a clear picture of your collaboration environments with a spotlight on how your spaces and devices are being used. Device management puts you in control across your entire organization, while the cloud-based architecture gives you security, flexibility, and agility.

Poly Lens provides workspace insights and management software through quick device onboarding, inventory management, and intelligent news feed.
SERVICES

Our comprehensive suite of services for Microsoft Teams provides everything school districts require to continue their hybrid educational journey. As a Gold Cloud Productivity and Gold Communications-certified partner, Poly provides comprehensive, personalized guidance from Poly’s Microsoft experts while minimizing potential impact on end users and speeding up productivity.

POLY REALCONNECT INTEGRATION AND ONBOARDING SERVICES
help you quickly and easily leverage and experience our industry-leading Services within your organization with the assistance of our Microsoft-certified Poly experts. Our Services let us help you to onboard easily and enables you to drive deep adoption with a consistent workflow that brings native Microsoft and standards-based video solutions together seamlessly.

MICROSOFT CLOUD ACCELERATOR WORKSHOPS
are two-day engagements that are delivered remotely to accelerate your journey to Microsoft Teams.

POLY NETWORK READINESS SERVICE FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS
ensures the network is capable of performing at a consistent, optimal level for carrying real-time media traffic, delivering a readiness assessment of connectivity from the Edge to the cloud, and provides an assessment and remediation plan for improving performance in supporting the low loss and jitter requirements needed to support real-time media.

POLY ADOPTION CONSULTING SERVICES FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS
is focused on accelerating the transition and transformation to new and better ways of working while achieving measurable business value through the usage and adoption of Microsoft Teams.

POLY USER MIGRATION SERVICE FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS
focuses on user migration for Microsoft Teams Phone System with Direct Routing and audio conferencing. The service guides the customer through the essential and complex planning, delivery, and operation activities required to successfully migrate users and workloads to Microsoft Teams.

POLY PBX ASSESSMENT SERVICE FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS
provides the tools you need to totally assess, analyze, and map the full configuration of the source PBX environment to a ready-to-execute Microsoft Teams Phone System production solution.

POLY PBX MIGRATION SERVICE FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS
enables an automated platform that adopts a phased migration methodology for successful execution. Divided into two phases, this service guides you through a migration’s complex planning, delivery, and required operational activities.

POLY ROOM SOLUTIONS FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS ASSESSMENT AND ONBOARDING SERVICE
help you kickstart your journey from Assessment, Design, and Deployment right through to day-to-day operations and adoption. This service allows for happy customers with healthy and well-performing rooms, so you’re ready to expand and deploy with confidence.
MICROSOFT TEAMS CALLING WORKSHOP
helps you experience Microsoft Teams Calling with Phone System capabilities. We showcase the calling capabilities through immersive experiences, use-cases, and deep-dive planning, resulting in actionable recommendations for the enablement and adoption of Microsoft Teams Calling.

MICROSOFT TEAMS MEETING AND MEETING ROOM WORKSHOP
is designed to improve your meeting room experience and help you understand how to best leverage voice and video solutions. It will also showcase modern immersive experiences, use-case design, and deep-dive planning, driving meeting culture transformation.

SECURE WORK-FROM-ANYWHERE WORKSHOP
introduces the value of Microsoft 365, highlighting scenarios that leverage voice and video solutions, enabling your employees to be more productive and secure from any location.

SUPPORT SERVICES
For the best customer experience, Poly recommends the purchase of a support service agreement. Save time, money, and resources, and gain peace of mind. Each educational environment is unique, which is why our support service options provide the right level of assistance and technical expertise, when and where you need it, to keep your staff productive and staff and students satisfied and connected. From advanced hardware replacement or telephone support only, to more comprehensive 8x5 and 24x7 options, or our pro-active Elite service, you decide. Available for enterprise and personal conferencing devices, with Poly support services, your service continuity is assured.
POLY GRANT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

We’re here to help you bring the future of education to your school district. Our Grant Assistance Program provides a wide array of free services and support to help you throughout the grant process—from grant identification and application to post-award administrative support—so you can leverage funding opportunities designed to meet the needs of tomorrow’s students. [CLICK HERE FOR DETAILS.]

LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW POLY AND MICROSOFT TEAMS POWER SOLUTIONS FOR EDUCATION

POLY.COM/EDUCATION

CONTACT US TODAY:
TEAMMICROSOFT@POLY.COM
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